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Abstract: There are many different types of routing protocols in network and also there are some demerits over
them. As a result of increasing network traffic the network becomes easily vulnerable to many different types
of attacks. One such attack is Denial of Service Attack. Much emphasis and importance has been given
nowadays to improve and to enhance the security of the network. Many a number of solutions have been
proposed for many different types of attacks. In spite of having many solutions for this problem, the efficiency
of the routing algorithm becomes reduced. In this paper we are going to discuss the solution to one such DOS
Attack namely Node Isolation attack. Under this attack the so called malicious node performs attack on a
specific node in a network and isolates it from the other nodes in the network by cutting down communication
among the nodes. This attack is also possible in optimized link state routing protocol. A new and modern
solution has been proposed in this paper to overcome node isolation attack in OLSR protocol. The proposed
method helps to find out the attacker node in the network and remove such nodes from the system and recover
the system. This proposed method prevents more than 90% of the attacks.
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INTRODUCTION range of communication. The Optimized Link State

The main purpose of network happens to be which is most often used for MANETS, which can also be
communication of data and sharing of resources. During used on other wireless ad hoc networks. OLSR Protocol
the process of communication [1], the data has to reach is used in
the destination reliably without any attack. Due to
malicious nodes present in a network, a number of attacks State full Protocol
are possible. But somehow or other we have to get rid of IP routing protocol
the attacks in the network. The routing protocols present Wireless Protocol
in the network are of two main types namely proactive and Node’s willingness 
reactive routing protocol [2, 3, 4]. to act as MPR

A MANET stands for Mobile Ad Hoc Network is a
collection of mobile nodes operating on a wireless Literature Survey: A Basic introduction on MANETS
channel without having any centralized control or has been provided. Destination sequence distance vector,
infrastructure.  Therefore  Ad   hoc   networks   area   also its highly dynamic nature and security has been
known as infrastructure less networks. The topology of discussed in detail. Information regarding messages
the MANET changes so often and each mobile node has concerning control of topology is elucidated. This paper
only limited resources [5, 6]. This type of network is very talks about the concept of centralized authorities scheme.
useful in situation in where ordinary wired network is not This scheme has been mainly used for providing security
feasible. And this is also used in urgent cases and setting in wireless networks. But it is found that this concept is
up of a temporary network. For nodes to transmit data in not applicable in MANETs and efforts are now being
a mobile network, first of all they have to lie within the made to bring this scheme compatible to MANETs also.

Routing  Protocol  (OLSR)  is  an  IP  routing  protocol
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Measures have been stated to find whether the
information concerning to routing which is provided by
the nodes in the network is plausible and A node
generating  fake  routing  information  is considered to be
malicious.  An  alarm will be triggered on account of
failure of plausibility checks. Reviews the usage of DSDV
Protocol in networks. A new methodology has been
proposed to make the connections secure from attacks.
Security aspects of OLSR protocol have been discussed.
A deep study in attacks involved in routing is made.
Measures to safeguard the integrity in optimized link state
routing have been enumerated. ]In this paper, a
communication route using OLSR is established as a
multi-hop routing protocol and also novel methods have
been described to make the communication safe and
secure by the process of encryption. They have
presented an attack involving colluding process in OLSR.
After analyzing the attack in detail, the feasibility of the
attack has been depicted through the process of
simulation.

Proposed System: There are a number of problems namely

The main problem is malicious nodes are supported
by fictitious nodes.
Dos attacks are not handled in OLSR.
Reconfiguration of network takes more cost.
Security Risks.

In previous works node isolation attacks were
avoided using a two phase mechanism.. We propose a
solution to decide whether corresponding node is
malicious or not. Our method uses HOP_INFORMATION
stored in the OLSR table. Our solution called Denial
contradictions with Fictitious Node Mechanism (DCFM)
relies on the internal knowledge acquired by each node
during routine routing and application of a special type of
node called Fictitious nodes. It detects if any attack
occurs in the network and such attacker node is found out
and is completely eradicated from the network and the
OLSR table is updated automatically and a new path to
the delivery of packets to the destination is found out.
Some of the significant merits of the proposed solutions
are as follows:

MPR reduces the number of duplicate retransmission
messages while forwarding a broadcast packet.
Lastly, we suggest that this type of solution can be
more Reliable Transmission systems to eliminate Data
Loss

Fig. 1: Architecture Diagram

First of all a network is formed with as many nodes as
possible. Now a data packet has to be transmitted
successfully from the source node to the destination
node.All possible paths to reach the sink node from the
source node is found out and also the two hop paths
have been listed. Now a node called MPR has been
chosen for the prompt delivery of the packets. An MPR
node is one among the one HOP neighbours through
which all the two HOP neighbours of the source node can
be found out. On transmission through MPR destination
is reached soon. If at all any attack occurs, during the
process of attack,there occurs a special node called
fictitious node which provides a false advertisement
stating that the attacker node is the sole MPR Of the
source node, thereby performing an attack process. Thus
if an attack occurs the data packet will not reach the
destination. After waiting for a timeout period [7], it is
confirmed that an attack has occurred and the attacker
node is completely thrown out of the network and the
OLSR table consisting of the MPR information is updated
automatically and hence the packet is now transmitted via
the right original MPR to reach the destination reliably.

Modules: This idea can be implemented through 4
modules.

Network Formation: A network has been formed with
many nodes. In this module, multiple nodes will be created
by giving distance and range. Based on coverage the
neighbor node will be detected. Each node finds all the
available paths (how long it can be travel).This path
finding mechanism is done by random linear walk
algorithm and all the available paths to reach most
possible destinations by every node is found out.

Detection of MPR Nodes: Some of the nodes of the One
HOP neighbours of the source node have been
designated as the Mutipoint Relay (MPR) nodes as on
their traversal, all the two hop neighbours of the source
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node can be traversed. Only Single hop neighbours can Click the fictitious node button to choose which
be elected as MPR.MPR reduce the number of duplicate
retransmission messages while forwarding a broadcast
packet [8]. Thereby avoiding redundant transmissions.

Node Isolation Attack: Now the special node called as the
fictitious node performs attack thereby isolating the victim
node completely from the entire network. By dropping the
topology control message (TC Message) to and from the
target node, the isolation of the victim node is done.

Detection of the Attack and System Recovery: Now the
destination node waits for a specific period called as the
timeout period within which it has to receive the data
packet [9], failing which an attack has been suspected in
the network. Once an attack is detected in the network,
the malicious node has to be completely removed from the
network. It also informs all other nodes about the fake
MPR and the OLSR table containing the MPR List of all
the nodes in the network has to be updated automatically.
After updating the MPR, the data packet is sent through
the right MPR to reach the destination as quick as
possible [10].

Fig. 2: User Interface

node you would like to attack.

Fig. 3: A Screenshot with Interface & Olsr Table

RESULTS

The method to detect an attack in the network and
the system recovery has been proposed effectively and
successfully. This method helps to reduce data
redundancy in the network and helps in the efficient
transfer of the data packets to the destination. It is
ensured that the proposed method helps to overcome
more than 95% of the attacks in MANETS and also easily
prevents data loss.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a new solution to
overcome the node isolation attack called DCFM in which
the attacker tries to acclimate itself into the node such that
it claims itself to be the sole MPR for data forwarding to
the destination and it takes control of all the activities of
the victims.
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